A new model was proposedby using separation of variables to solve the diffusion equation in three dimensions, considering that the eddy diffusivity depends on the vertical height z. Comparisons between calculated, observed and previous data in neutral and stable conditions were carried out. Model performances were evaluated using observed data and another model. Results show that both models performance well in calculating activity concentrations with different degree of accuracy. From the statistical evaluations in neutral and stable conditions, one finds that the two models are inside a factor of two with observed data. Regarding NMSE and FB, the correlation for the present model is well with observed data than the previous work. We can conclude that our model shows more accuracy in neutral and stable cases than the previous work.
The first part in the form:
Under the boundary conditions in the form:
where L y is large constant value in they-direction. By using separation of variables then:
Substituting from equation (5) Dividing equation (6) on X(x) Y(y) k n one can get: (7) where is constant.
To solve equation (8) 
where is the constant of integration.
Equation (9) becomes:
Then the solution of the equation (13) can be written as:
By using the boundary equation (ii)find c 3 =0
Substituting from equations (12) , (15) Where c 4 =c 1 c 2, Applying the boundary condition (i) such that:
Then the equation (16) can be written as: (17) Applying the boundary equation (iii) 
To solve equation (25) 
Then the solution of the equation (29) can be written as:
Then one used condition (b), one gets:
(31)By using the equation (27) Applying the boundary condition (a) then:
Substituting in equation (32), one can get:
Applying the boundary condition (b)then:
(34)Equation (34) at z=h can be written as:
Substituting in equation (33), one can get:
Substituting from equations (19) and (35) in equation (3),one can get:
The radioactive decay will reduce the concentrations of a short-lived radionuclide as it disperses downwind; themodified concentration can be obtained by multiplying the initial source strength, Q, by the following depletion factor. where is the radioactive decay constant.Then equation of the concentration (36) can be written as:
where the eddy diffusivity are taken in the form:
in stable condition in neutral conditionwhere k 0 is the Von-Karman constant (k 0~0 .4) and "L" is a Monin-Obukhov length scale.
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